
Uutta taikaa paalaukseen

WORKS LIKE A CHARM

Magic Blue Net Wrap and Piippo Baler Twines

Piippo Conventional Baler Twine

300 – 400 m/kg. Extremely tight knots allow for dense bales
to be formed, while exact spooling guarantees trouble-free
baling. Twine residues do not stick in the tying machine. The
soft structure makes the twine comfortable to handle.

Piippo Round Baler Twine
600 – 1000 m/kg. This twine contains a material additive that
increases its adhesive property. More metres per pack provide
more baling time per load.

Piippo Sisal Baler Twine

200 – 300 m/kg. Suitable for both round baling and high
density baling. Traditional Sisal presents an environmentally
friendly alternative for your baling operations.

Baler twines
Piippo Oy has developed twines globally for more than four
decades. Piippo twines are manufactured using unique Firm
Film Technology® that produces soft twine with unparalleled
knot strength. A thinner twine can be used to achieve higher
knot strength, meaning that a pack of Piippo twine lasts for
20% more bales! Time savings  are also significant, as less
time is required for changing the rolls and the operating time
on the field becomes longer. Piippo twines are also characterised
by uniform quality and functionality in all conditions and all
balers.

Piippo Big Square Baler Twine

115 – 145 m/kg. High knot strength and actual running metres!
High Piippo quality is most evident in big square baler twines.
Contractors all over the world appreciate the time savings and
the possibility to produce bales of maximum density. Your
valuable baler needs a matching twine!
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Pack size Guaranteed Knot strength Tensile strength
kg m/pack kp kp

115 X-treme 18 2070 210 330

122 Magnum 18 2196 190 315

130 Big Square 18 2340 180 295

145 Original 18 2610 160 270

Pack size Guaranteed Knot strength Tensile strength
kg m/pack kp kp

300 Hay 10 3000 80 140

400 Traditional 10 4000 62 105

Pack size Guaranteed Knot strength Tensile strength
kg m/pack kp kp

600 Round Bale 10 6000 40 70

700 Triathlon 10 7000 35 60

850 Long Champ 10 8500 27 49

1000 Marathon 10 10000 23 42



Green Cap
Piippo Oy’s patented Green Cap® system makes
the installation of net wrap easy. The net goes
smoothly in the right direction the first time. This
eliminates unnecessary lifting. The green marking
in the net wrap indicates the direction of rotation.

Sealed
Quality also extends to the net wrap package.
The weatherproof bag, sealed at both ends,
makes storage easy both on the farm and in the
store.

SuperCore
Light rain is not a problem for this core that retains its
reliability also in difficult conditions. Thanks to
SuperCore, cores will no longer stick in the trays. The
inside of the core also includes the unique quality
assurance identifier of the net.

Double End Warning Stripe
The first stripe catches your attention 50 metres before
the end of the roll. For the last 25 metres, the second
stripe appears beside the other, easily and precisely
indicating the end of the roll.

+3% Free
Piippo Magic Blue net wrap gives you 3% more
net without any extra charge.

A new era in baling begins
For over a decade, Piippo Net Wrap has been world-
renown for its quality and reliability. Now the
development continues when Piippo introduces fully
improved Magic Blue net wrap. The improved
manufacturing process of Magic Blue guarantees tighter
bales, perfect spread and reliability regardless of the
baler brand. Magic Blue net wrap is suitable for fresh
forage, straw and hay baling. The functionality of the
net in all balers on the market has been tested and
confirmed in co-operation with leading contractors.

Reliability increases efficiency
“I tested the new Magic Blue net wrap for the first time
in autumn 2004. We make over 10,000 bales annually,
so the net has to be reliable in all circumstances. Time
is money during the season. Some cheaper net wraps
can actually turn out to be quite expensive, if their
quality is poor and they do not function properly. The
first thing that grabbed my attention in Magic Blue was
the incredible spread and reliability even in wet
circumstances. All in all, it is the best net wrap I have
ever used” - Jari Myllymäki, contractor, Finland.

Easy Coverage System 2
Easy Coverage System 2 spreads the net evenly on the
bale better than before and eliminates troublesome
“shoulders”. Symmetric and uniform bales are easier
to store. ECS 2 also protects the bale from harmful
moisture and increases the quality and preservability
of the crop.

Net size

Width Length

1.23 meters 2 000 and 3 000 meters

1.25 meters 2 000 and 3 000 meters

1.30 meters 2 000 and 3 000 meters
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